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Herein, an enhancement in the resistive switching of Y0.95Sr0.05MnO3 (YSMO)
films by swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation-induced electronic excitations is shown.
YSMO films are prepared by pulsed laser deposition on a single-crystalline Si
substrate. For electronic excitations, Ag15þ ions with 200MeV energy are used
with ion fluences of 1� 1011 (YS1), 1� 1012 (YS2), and 1� 1013 (YS3) ions per
cm2. X-ray diffraction shows increase in tensile strain up to YS2 film followed by
strain relaxation in YS3 film. Red shifting of Raman active modes signifies the
phonon softening due to tensile strain in pristine (YSP) to YS2 films. Atomic force
micrographs show that the number and size of defects are increased, indicating
the irradiation-induced defect formation, which is suppressed for the YS3 film.
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry demonstrates decreased oxygen peak
intensities for YS1 and YS2 films, denoting increased oxygen vacancies. Near-
edge X-ray absorption fine structure displays a reduction in Mn valence state
from Mn4þ to Mn3þ, signifying the formation of oxygen vacancies for films up to
YS2. The enhancement of resistive switching is governed by tuning the SHI-
induced oxygen vacancies. The present study demonstrates that YSMO films are
suitable as emerging candidates in memory device applications.

1. Introduction

Rare earth manganites with perovskite structure (RMnO3,
R¼ rare earth elements) have obtained extensive attentions ever
since its discovery around the 1950s[1] due to their interesting
physical phenomena, such as colossal magnetoresistance
(CMR) effect, charge ordering (CO), and multiferroic

properties.[2–7] Manganite materials pos-
sess a hexagonal structure with P63cm
space group or an orthorhombic structure
with Pbnm space group, depending on
A-site ionic radius.[8] Manganese oxides
with a hexagonal structure represent
multiferroic property, having promising
applications as sensors and nonvolatile ran-
dom-access memory (RAM) devices,[9–11]

while an orthorhombic structure with
magnetic disturbance causes spin-lattice
coupling due to the inverse Dzyaloshinskii–
Moriya interaction.[9] The well-known exam-
ple of multiferroic manganite is YMnO3

(YMO) with a hexagonal structure. The tilted
MnO5 blocks cause the displacement of Y3þ

ions along c-axis, which lead to the ferroelec-
tric polarization in YMO.[12,13] An antiferro-
magnetic ordering has been observed at
Neel temperature �74 K with the ferroelec-
tric transition at Curie temperature �914 K
in this compound.[14–16] The formation of
mixed valent manganites can be achieved
by doping a divalent at rare-earth (RE)

site. Hole doping by Sr2þ at Y-sites (crystal structure of
Y1–xSrxMnO3

[17,18] is shown as Figure S1, Supporting Information)
can induce Mn3þ and Mn4þ states, which alter the properties
of YMO because of the Zener double exchange.

The treatment of swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation can be used
as a powerful tool to tailor the material properties.[19] Various
disorders, such as point or columnar defects, amorphization,
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etc. can be observed when SHI pass through the target elements
by losing their energy via elastic collisions (nuclear energy loss,
Sn) with target nuclei and inelastic collisions (electronic energy
loss, Se) with electrons in the target material. Even, the structural
strain modifications in the film can be achieved by SHI irradia-
tion which can tune the various physical properties of the
films.[20] There are few reports available in which the resistive
switching (RS) properties have been studied with SHI
effect. Improvements in the RS by SHI (up to 5� 1011 ions
per cm2) induced oxygen vacancies in BiFeO3 have been reported
by Ravalia et al.[21] Joshi et al. has observed the improved RS in
Li:NiO films with SHI irradiation-induced bulk defects or oxygen
vacancies at Ag/NiO interface.[22] The same group has observed
the oxygen vacancies influenced the RS in Ag7þ and Au9þ ion-
irradiated Ag/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/Ag and Cr:SrZrO3/SRO films, respec-
tively.[23,24] Recent results on RS of ion-irradiated Y1–xSrxMnO3

with retention and endurance character indicate stability of
memory and resistive window for the device application.[25,26]

Present study reports the modifications of RS property by SHI
irradiation on Sr-doped (5%) at yttrium site in nonvolatile YMO
thin films. It is well known that the spatial deformation in the
structure can firmly affect the RS memory. The doping of divalent
strontium (larger) at yttrium (smaller) site in YMO can induce the
change in valence states ofmanganese, which can slightly improve
(due to minute concentration of dopant) the double-exchange
mechanism, as well as creates the spatial deformation (due to size
disorder). Irradiation energy (�200MeV) is selected by Monte
Carlo simulation in stopping and range of ions in matter
(SRIM) code to acquire the most energy irradiated to the films
without complete amorphous nature. The consequences of SHI
irradiation-induced modifications in the RS behavior have been
discussed in the light of oxygen vacancies.

2. Results and Discussions

The Monte Carlo simulation-based calculation was done by
SRIM code[27] to simulate the electronic (Se� 20.26 keV nm�1)
and nuclear (Sn� 0.055 keV nm�1) energy losses, taken place
during the irradiation of Y0.95Sr0.05MnO3 (YSMO) thin films
using Ag ions as shown in Figure 1a. The ratio Se/Sn is
�3.7� 102 suggests that the role of nuclear energy loss is negli-
gible. As evident from Figure 1a, the maximum electronic loss
occurs at the Bragg peak (�375MeV). At the Bragg peak, Ag ions
move nearly with the Bohr velocity (2.2� 108 cm s�1) of an
electron. Calculated Se and Sn energy loss with depth are shown
in Figure 1b. Estimated energy loss in the first layer (YSMO) is
�2 and �0.3MeV for the second layer (SiO2). Through the first
two layers, Se is dominant over Sn. Ag ions lose their energy
completely after �23.86 μm depth in Si substrate, i.e., range
of ions with energy �197.7MeV in Si substrate. The range
of ions is much higher than the films’ thickness (�100 nm),
so projectile Ag ions penetrate deep inside the substrates through
films, and ion implantation possibility in the manganite films
can be neglected. Moreover, the Ag ions with high energy and
high velocity are stopped inside the substrate. Stopping of Ag
ions inside the substrate can be realized as the much high thick-
ness of the Si substrate (�500 μm) than the ion stopping
(�23.86 μm). By selecting aforesaid energy for SHI, it is strongly

believed that the structure of oxide materials (including manga-
nite thin films) gets modified by the displacement of target atoms
through the heavy Ag ions across the lattice. The changes in the
structure can be studied by performing X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements followed by further investigations on the effective
structure–property correlations.

The structural investigations by XRD measurements of all the
films are shown as the diffraction spectra in Figure 2. All the
films are oriented in a single direction, exhibiting a hexagonal
phase with intense peaks (400) at �69� along Si substrate peaks
(400). It is evident from diffraction patterns that all the films hav-
ing a single-phase nature with a–axis (h00) growth. The peaks at
lower 2θ of YSP and YS1 get vanished in YS2 and YS3 due to the
SHI irradiation-induced structural deformation. The intensity of
YSMO peaks (400) from YSP to YS3 gets reduced pointing out
that crystallization gets modified effectively. The values of
2θ peak (400) positions for all four YSMO films’ reflections
are listed in Table 1. Peak separation between the substrate
and the film, increases from YSP to YS2 (indicated by a dotted
line in the right panel of Figure 2) indicating an enhanced lattice
mismatch or strain with irradiation due to the improved defect
environment. This defect environment gets relaxed in YS3 film
due to the local annealing effect. The calculated strain using

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. a) Simulated electronic (Se) and nuclear (Sn) energy loss spectra
with ion energy. b) Se and Sn energy loss as a function of depth calculated
using SRIM-2008 for 200MeV Ag15þ ions.
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formula δ (%)¼ [(dsubstrate – dfilm)/dsubstrate]� 100, indicating a
tensile strain, and is tabulated in Table 1. Increase in tensile
strain from YSP to YS2 film and then strain relaxation for
YS3 with suppression in peak intensity suggests the crystallinity
of the films is highly affected by high energy transferred to the
films due to SHI irradiation.

Raman spectra of YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3 thin films are
shown in Figure 3. The A1 Raman active modes are observed
in all the thin films. No clear peak shifting has been observed
for symmetry at �300 cm�1, while symmetry at �433 cm�1

(indicated by a down arrow in Figure 3) is not prominent in

the intensity. Both of these peaks are in agreement to the
Raman modes observed by Iliev et al. for hexagonal YMO.[28]

The peaks positioned at �520 cm�1 originate from the vibration
modes of Si substrates.[29,30] Most intense Raman active modes
are at �660 cm�1 which are fitted using a Lorentzian function
and is shown in Figure 3 (right panel). The coefficient of deter-
mination (COD) R2 is depicted in Table 1, indicating all the films
are well fitted to the Lorentzian function [except YS1 film
(R2� 0.863)]. Larger Sr ions doped at smaller Y ions create a
large size disorder in the system which leads to the most promi-
nent peaks at �660 cm�1 rather than at �681 cm�1 observed by
Iliev et al.[28] and �685 cm�1 by Liu et al.[29] However, the most
active Raman modes are in agreement to the calculated longitu-
dinal optic (LO) and transverse optic (TO) modes by Iliev et al.[28]

The shift in peak positions toward lower frequencies (i.e., red
shift) with irradiation indicating an improved tensile strain[31]

following the strain results is discussed in the XRD analysis.
Strain relaxation has been observed in YS3 as it shows the peak
shifting toward a higher frequency. This red shifting from YSP to
YS2 suggests the phonon softening due to increased tensile
strain, while YS3 suggests the weakening of the phonon soften-
ing due to strain relaxation process.

To understand the changes in surface morphology of pristine
and irradiated films, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measure-
ments were performed. Surface modifications with irradiation
were studied using WSxM software.[32] Images were initially
processed by the flatten filter tool to remove the noises from
the films. 2D images (top row) of YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3 films
with 3D images (bottom row) are shown in Figure 4. It is
observed that YSP film exhibits island-like morphology, whereas
irradiated films display hillock-like defects formed due to the irra-
diation. These defects are increased up to YS2 film and decreased
for YS3 film. The size of the defects increases from YS1 to YS2
and decreases for YS3. The density of defects and maximum
height follows the same manner. Root-mean-square (RMS)
roughnesses of YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3 have been estimated
to be �0.69, �0.81, �1.69, and �1.45 nm, respectively. The size
of the defects and RMS roughness is increased up to YS2 signi-
fying an enhancement in the deformation with irradiation due to
a large amount of energy transferred to the films. This deforma-
tion gets annealed out and recrystallizes in YS3 film, observed as
a smooth surface. Oxygen vacancies (one of the possible defects
present on the surface) increase with irradiation due to the
charge-transfer processes that annealed out for YS3 film.

Standard Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) oper-
ated with alpha particles (�2MeV) can only provide less intense
oxygen peak. To overcome this issue and to obtain enhanced
oxygen peak, the oxygen resonance mode was undertaken to per-
form RBSmeasurement.[33] The difference between two edges of
a single peak indicates the energy loss of projectile He ions in the
element. From the inset of Figure 5a, it is observed that the
oxygen content decreases from YSP to YS2 film, signifying
increased oxygen vacancies in the films irradiated up to
1� 1012 ions per cm2 dose. For YS3 film, the oxygen content
increases showing the decrease in oxygen vacancies.

SIMNRA software[34] was used to simulate the obtained RBS
spectra. A simulated spectrum of YSP film is shown in the inset
of Figure 5b. The simulated spectrum can be used to calculate
thickness and chemical composition of the films, as shown in

Table 1. Strain, Raman mode position, and RMS roughness.

Sr. no.
Thin
film

XRD peak (400)
position [�]

Strain
[%]

Intense A1

mode
[cm�1]

Raman
fit [R2]

RMS
roughness

[nm]

1 YSP 68.93 þ0.23 662.10 0.906 0.69

2 YS1 68.95 þ0.25 657.74 0.863 0.81

3 YS2 68.96 þ0.26 657.37 0.910 1.69

4 YS3 68.92 þ0.22 661.04 0.903 1.45

Figure 3. Raman spectra of YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3 thin films; right panel:
baseline-corrected higher frequency A1 symmetry modes with Lorentzian
function fits.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns in semi-logarithmic scale; right panel:
enlarged view of the most intense peaks.
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depth profile (Figure 5b) for YSP film (layer 1–YSMO film
and layer 3–Si substrate). We have considered SiOx layer as
a layer 2 during the simulation for all RBS spectra. The thick-
ness of SiOx layer is found to be�1.8 nm for YSP film. YSP film
thickness is �98.2 nm, close to the thickness �100 nm mea-
sured by profilometer. Depth profile confirms the presence
of oxygen vacancies in YSP film. From the simulation per-
formed for all the films, estimated oxygen vacancy concentra-
tions are �6.28% (YSP), �9.77% (YS1), �11% (YS2), and
�3.05% (YS3). The values of oxygen content (x) in SiOx layer
for YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3 films are estimated to be
�1.8776(5), �1.8328(4), �1.8179(4), and �1.8447(7), respec-
tively. Variation in oxygen content with irradiation fluence has
been observed in SiOx layer. The energy required to remove oxy-
gen from SiOx is very small,[35] so it is expected that the removal
of oxygen from SiOx is present with the diffusion process.
Diffusion of oxygen from SiOx layer to the film results into oxy-
gen vacancy improvement in SiOx region up to YS2 film,
whereas the annealing of defects reduces the loss of oxygen
for SiOx layer in YS3 film. It is interesting to highlight that
the oxygen loss becomes effective from YSP to YS2 film, whereas
the highest fluence-based film (i.e., YS3) possesses the mini-
mum oxygen loss effect which can be understood as: when
the ion irradiation was performed for YS1 and YS2 irradiated
films, it introduces a large amount of heat/energy inside the lat-
tice of the films as well as at SiOx layers between the substrate
and film. As a consequence, a large number of defects get gen-
erated (as discussed in AFM analysis). Upon increase in ion flu-
ence (above YS2), the energy dispersed within the lattice crosses
the threshold energy level (due to prolonged time used for irra-
diation)[21] that provides local heating effect or annealing effect
inside the lattice of YS3 film. As a result, this effect encourages
recrystallization in the film (supported by reduced strain effect
from the XRD analysis) that efficiently reduces the defect density
(including oxygen vacancies) in the lattice of YS3 film.

To understand the modifications in local electronic structures
of Mn ions due to the SHI irradiation, we performed near-edge

Figure 4. 2D AFM images (top) and respective 3D images (bottom).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. a) Resonance-mode RBS spectra of all thin films; inset: enlarged
view of oxygen peak. b) The elemental depth profile of YSP film derived
from SIMNRA-simulated spectrum; inset: SIMNRA-simulated spectrum of
YSP thin film.
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X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS). The normalized
NEXAFS spectra of Mn L3,2-edge of YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3
films are shown in Figure 6. These spectra resulted due to the
electronic transitions from 2p to 3d states and are separated into
two regions, L2 and L3 due to spin-orbit splitting and provide
information about the density of unoccupied Mn 3d states.[36]

The hole doping by Sr evolves the configuration change from
t2g

3eg
1 (Mn3þ) of YMO to t2g

3eg
0 (Mn4þ) of YSMO, which creates

mixed valence nature in Mn ions primarily the Mn3þ and Mn4þ

states. The intensity of L3-edge is doubled as compared with
L2-edge due to the degeneracy. The L3-edge is more susceptible
to the local environment as compared with L2-edge, due to which
the spectral shift is �1.5 eV for L3-edge and �0.5 eV for L2-edge
for all the films (inset of Figure 6).[37] Decrease in 3d orbital count
causes the change in electrostatic energy which forces the chem-
ical shifting of peaks toward higher photon energy.[38] As com-
pared with the pristine, the L3- and L2-edges of the irradiated
films shift toward lower photon energy. This result signifies
more spectral weight of Mn3þ than that of Mn4þ[39,40] which
can be due to tensile strain-induced modifications in the irradi-
ated films.[41] The creation of more oxygen vacancies is attributed
to the reduction in Mn valence state (Mn4þ to Mn3þ), shift the
L-edges to lower energy.[42–47]

As presented in Figure 7, the deconvoluted L3- and L2-edges
split into t2g and eg orbitals due to the crystal field effects.
The statistical measures (R2) or COD are �0.996 for almost
all films signifying better fitting. The separation between t2g
and eg orbitals (crystal field splitting) increases from YSP
(�1.60 eV) to YS3 (�1.66 eV) film. This slight variation in the
peak separation is attributed to the modifications in the energy
band structure of the YSMO films caused by irradiation-induced
defects.[21] Higher intensity has been observed for eg than that of
t2g for all the films because Sr2þ doping in YMO creates four
vacant/unoccupied states in eg, whereas three vacant/unoccupied
states in t2g.

[48–50] The intensity of t2g peak gets improved while eg
peak intensity reduces with irradiation, implying an increase in
Mn3þ ions due to increased oxygen vacancy formation.[42] High-
energy irradiation leads to the transformation of Mn4þ to Mn3þ

states. This can be understood as, reduction of two Mn4þ to

Mn3þ by two electrons offered by V2þ
o , similar to Mn3þ–Mn2þ

transition given by Griffin et al.[51]

2Mn4þ þO2�
o ! 2Mn3þ þ 1

2
O2 ðgasÞ þ V2þ

o (1)

The presence of oxygen vacancy results in pronounced RS in
a manganite-based thin films and devices.[47,52] Because Ag is
an electrochemically active metal,[53,54] the redox process and
diffusion of Ag electrode can lead to conducting filamentary
paths[55] that contribute to RS. However, the dimensions of
the electrodes were kept almost the same (electrodes prepared
after irradiation, so, one can expect similar effects of electrodes
in all the films) and provided ohmic contact (mentioned in the
Experimental Section) at the top electrode (Ag and YSMO con-
tact) indicates no RS.[56] For the bottom electrode (Ag through
SiO2 contact), Ag ions diffuse through native SiO2 layer to
the Si substrate due to the narrow thickness �1.8 nm of
SiO2 layer. The metal (Ag) and semiconductor (Si) forms
Schottky contact at the bottom electrode. All the electrodes were
prepared after irradiation. So, it is expected that irradiation is
responsible for the RS effect, and not the Schottky effect. In this
context, a local switching phenomenon associated with the
electrode diffusion can be negligible over other dominating
ones. Another possibility of switching arises from the redox
reaction of native SiOx layer and oxygen vacancies present in
the films. The RS mechanism for perovskite manganite thin
films shows rupture and formation of Mn3þ–O2�–Mn4þ string
induced by the migration of oxygen ions or vacancies in the
MnO lattice.[57–59]

RS phenomenon, as shown in Figure 8, was studied by cyclic
I–V characteristics of YSMO pristine and irradiated films grown
on Si substrates using the direct voltage sweeping mode. The
YSMO/Si device with two-probe technique is schematically
shown as the inset of Figure 8, in which Ag electrodes have been
used as metal contacts and an interface is shown as a native SiOx

layer. The dc bias voltage sweeping sequences (as numbers) and
directions (as arrows) are shown in Figure 8. Observed rectifying
I–V characteristics are similar to p–n junction diode. Lower
current in reverse bias as compared with forward bias, indicates
an increase in barrier height at the interface. The device exhibits
bipolar RS followed by an eight-curve wise manner of direction.

Figure 6. Normalized NEXAFS spectra at Mn L3,2-edge; inset: enlarged
view of baseline-corrected L3- and L2-edges.

Figure 7. Deconvoluted t2g and eg peaks of L3- and L2-edges.
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Current increases as the positive bias is applied during
cycle 1 (C1), demonstrating a sharp change at �5.9 V in the cur-
rent flow across the interface which shows a SET operation,
wherein the device turns into ON state. Device formed perturbed
path before the SET operation, wherein electrons have to jump
with more energy as compared with the state after SET operation
where electrons need less energy. Current followed a different
path while reducing positive bias [cycle 2 (C2)], pointing out
the clear hysteresis as observed for all the thin films. During
C2, current is large as compared with C1 indicating the transfor-
mation to low-resistance state (LRS) from high-resistance state
(HRS). Cycle 3 (C3) and cycle 4 (C4) are performed in the
negative bias. The device retains LRS state in C3, at which the
electrons move on the perturbed path. During C4, the device
switches to HRS termed as RESET operation, where conducting
path formed by oxygen vacancies gets ruptured.

From the Figure 8, enhanced current has been observed from
YSP to YS2 which suppresses in YS3 thin film. An increase in
oxygen vacancies enhances the exchange mechanism between
manganese and oxygen ions, leads to the improved conduction
(up to YS2). Reduction in conduction is evident for YS3 film
because of decrement in the number of oxygen vacancies.
This variation of oxygen vacancies is supported by RBS and
NEXAFS measurements. Tensile strain and irradiation-induced
defects can be correlated to AFM and Raman measurements
which indirectly support the formation of oxygen vacancies.
Meanwhile, increased oxygen vacancies of SiOx layer from
YSP to YS2 films (RBS results) also promote RS. These vacancies
get annealed out for YS3 film, demonstrating suppression in RS
(I–V hysteresis) effect. Semi-logarithmic plot is shown in
Figure 9. RS ratio (RHRS/RLRS) % has been calculated at þ3 V
(i.e., reading voltage) to analyze the RS behavior quantitatively,
and it is estimated to be �350% for YS2 film. The RS ratio is
also found to be increased with irradiation and gets decreased
for YS3 film. It is evident from the RS ratio that the RS is highly
dependent on ion irradiation. This deviation of the RS ratio with
irradiation implies that RS gets improved with irradiation due to
the defects mediated conducting path formation. The RS ratio
gets suppressed at YS3 due to the annihilation of defects as
discussed in AFM analysis.

To understand the role of oxygen vacancies and SHI irradia-
tion-induced structural defect modifications in the RS behavior
of YSMO films, a physical model (based on spectroscopic results)
has been proposed as shown in Figure 10. When the high
electronic excitations are transferred to the film, energy loss
occurs in the form of defects formation. Defects can be as point
defects (vacancy, interstitial, etc.) or large density defects
(ion track). As a consequence of SHI irradiation, the variation
in oxygen vacancies is expected as discussed in the analysis of
spectroscopic measurement results. Oxygen vacancies and struc-
tural defects increase with more number of free electrons up to
YS2 (film and SiOx layer) that get reduced in YS3 with the local
annealing of defects (AFM analysis). The number of electrons is
increased for SHI-irradiated films because Mn3þ content
increases at the expense of Mn4þ as discussed in NEXAFS
results. Another possibility is that the oxygen loses electrons
and forms oxygen vacancies. Moreover, modification in the
SiOx layer is expected with irradiation due to the variation in oxy-
gen content as discussed in RBS analysis. Irradiation-induced
oxygen vacancies and structural defects play a vital role to improve
the conduction and the RS properties of irradiated films. These
oxygen vacancies and structural defects provide conducting

Figure 9. Current–voltage (I–V) curves in semi-logarithmic scale.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram representing oxygen vacancy and structural
defect variations with SHI irradiation.

Figure 8. Current–voltage (I–V) curves of YSMO/Si films in 0 to �6 V.
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paths that can easily switch the device from one resistance state
to another, can be seen in Figure 8 as better RS for irradiated
films.

To understand the migration of oxygen vacancies in the pres-
ent RS mechanism, we have proposed a dynamic model as
shown in Figure 11. When there is no bias, oxygen vacancies
are randomly distributed in YSMO and SiOx layer. An electro-
chemical migration of oxygen vacancies is expected when bias
voltage is applied. Positive bias is applied to YSMO film during
C1, forces migration of oxygen vacancies to the bottom electrode.
The oxygen ions present in SiOx layer can shift to the film region
which creates oxygen vacancies at SiOx layer. Some oxygen ions
support oxygen vacancy annihilation process via the recombina-
tion with oxygen vacancies present in YSMO while some get
diffused to the top electrode. This diffusion suggests a reduction
of SiOx layer, which decreases the thickness of SiOx layer.
Meanwhile, electrons with high energy can hop from one oxygen
vacancy to the adjacent one with an increase in positive bias and
move toward the top electrode. During C2, the application of volt-
age is reducing in the same direction as in C1. Oxygen vacancies
(which migrate to the bottom electrode) create a certain path that
turns the device into LRS state. Oxygen vacancies of this path act
as conducting filaments. SiOx layer gets reduced as some oxygen
ions (of SiOx layer) further diffused to the top electrode. Here,
the oxygen recombination process is also present, but dominated
by the conducting filament formed by a large number of oxygen
vacancies. The direction of bias is reversed at C3, which changes
the direction of oxygen vacancy migration. Oxygen vacancies
move to the top electrode whereas oxygen ions travel from the
top electrode to the bottom electrode. Oxygen ions (from
YSMO and top electrode) recombine with oxygen vacancies in
SiOx layer that can oxidize the SiOx layer and increase the thick-
ness of SiOx layer. This event suppresses the current value in
reverse bias. Themotion of electrons to the bottom electrode with
diminutive disturbance is expected as some energy is still
enough for electrons to hop at adjacent oxygen vacancies.

More number of oxygen vacancies gets recombined by oxygen
ions in SiOx layer during C4, which lead to a barrier height incre-
ment. Meanwhile, electrons can be trapped by oxygen vacancies
with high-energy requirements to hop. The conducting path
formed by oxygen vacancies further gets disturbed and ruptures,
which can change the device state from LRS to HRS. Throughout
the performance of cycles, the variation in SiOx layer by oxidation
and reduction processes plays a vital role in RS characteristics.
However, the thickness of a native SiOx layer is very small, it
is expected that the interplay of oxygen vacancies between film
and SiOx layer is controlled through SiOx layer itself. RS induced
by the conducting filamentary path suggests the localized region
switching, rather than uniformly distributed throughout the bulk
region.

Aforementioned results suggest that SHI irradiation can be
used as a tool to improve the RS properties of mixed-valent
manganite-based thin film devices. SHI-irradiated manganites
are potentially suitable for RRAM devices. Reliability factors,
such as retention and endurance are important for RRAM device
applications. YMO is a nonvolatile material, but to check the non-
volatile nature of Sr-doped YMO and the SHI effect, further study
on retention performance measurement is required. To check
the stability/reproducibility of the devices under study, further
study on endurance measurement is needed.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we prepared YSMO/Si thin films by pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) technique which we used for SHI irradiation.
The XRD results reveal the hexagonal phase of thin films ori-
ented in (400) direction with Si substrate. Tensile strain is
enhanced with irradiation, because irradiation induces deforma-
tions that get relaxed for YS3 film with the annihilation of
defects. AFM images show enlarged RMS roughness and defect
size with irradiation as an indication of high-energy transfer to
the surface of the films. The RBS analysis suggests that oxygen
content has been affected by SHI irradiation, showing an oxygen
content reduction up to YS2 which gets increased for YS3.
Increment in tensile strain (up to YS2) film has been revealed
by Raman spectra. NEXAFS investigations confirm the presence
of a more number of oxygen vacancies in irradiated films as com-
pared with pristine film, which reduces for YS3 film. RS is
improved by SHI irradiation and is controlled by the variation
in native SiOx layer thickness with applied bias. This discussion
signifies the importance of YSMO/Si thin film devices for suit-
able device applications as RRAM.

4. Experimental Section
Solid-state reaction method was used to prepare the targets of

Y0.95Sr0.05MnO3 (YSMO) and thin films were fabricated by PLD technique.
Precursor materials were initially preheated at 500 �C for 6 h. Starting pre-
cursors, such as Y2O3, MnO2, and SrCO3 were mixed thoroughly in proper
stoichiometry. After mixing, the material was ground for 6 h and calcined
at 950 �C for 24 h followed by grinding and pelletizing. Pellets were sin-
tered at 1100 �C for 48 h and used as targets. Thin films were deposited
on n-type single-crystalline Si (100) substrate using PLD technique. Low
pressure of 100mTorr was maintained for oxygen vacancy formation. The
KrF excimer laser was used to ablate the targets with �1.8 J cm�2 energy

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of a model representing a possible RS
mechanism with oxygen vacancy migration (C1: cycle 1 from 0 to þ6 V,
C2: cycle 2 from þ6 to 0 V, C3: cycle 3 from 0 to �6 V, and C4: cycle 4
from �6 to 0 V).
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density/laser fluence and 10 Hz frequency. Substrate temperature was
kept �700 �C with the substrate-to-target distance �50mm. The PLD-
grown thin films were irradiated by Ag15þ ions of 200MeV energy using
15 UD Pelletron accelerator available at IUAC, New Delhi. The pristine,
1� 1011 ions per cm2, 1� 1012 ions per cm2, and 1� 1013 ions per
cm2 irradiated thin films are denoted as YSP, YS1, YS2, and YS3, respec-
tively. Thickness of the thin films was confirmed to be �100 nm as mea-
sured by thickness profilometer. The crystallinity and morphology of the
films were studied by XRD using the Cu Kα source of Philips diffractometer
(PW 3040/60, X’pert PRO) and AFM using Digital Instruments,
Nanoscope IIIa, atomic force microscope in the tapping mode. All thin
films were characterized by RBS at 5SDH–1.7 MV Tandem accelerator,
PARAS (Pelletron Accelerator for RBS–AMS System), IUAC, New Delhi
to verify the change in elemental compositions, followed by Raman spec-
troscopy using Renishaw inVia Raman microscope in backscattering
geometry to identify the deformation. Near-–edge X-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS)measurements were carried out to confirm the change
in the oxidation state of Mn using 10D XAS KIST beam line of Pohang Light
Source (PLS), Korea. To study the effect of irradiation on RS properties of
thin films, hysteretic current–voltage (I–V) measurements were performed
by sweeping the dc bias voltage from 0 V!þ6 V! 0 V! –6 V! 0 V
using Keithley 6517B electrometer. For I–V measurements, silver contacts
(of the size 1� 1mm2) were used to provide the ohmic contact with tran-
sition metal oxides[60] at the top electrode and Schottky contact at the
bottom electrode. To study the transport across thin film and substrate,
current perpendicular to plane (CPP) geometry was used.
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the author.
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